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We establish an atomistically-informed model for predicting the non-Schmid behavior of critical stresses
for bcc to orthorhombic (L21 to 18R) martensitic transformation in CuZnAl alloys. The interplay between
the stacking fault displacements and the applied stress tensor components are shown to be responsible
for the variation of the CRSS levels as much as a factor of almost 2.5 (25MPae60MPa) depending on the
crystal orientation. The predicted transformation stresses exhibit excellent agreement with the experi-
mental results in this study and the measurements reported in the literature. The possible role of de-
viations from crystallographic ordering was also investigated illustrating the increase in transformation
stress levels upon introduction of local disorder.

© 2018 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The field of shape memory alloys (SMAs) is undergoing resur-
gence in the last ten years. This is due to the renewed consideration
of SMAs that have the potential for elastocaloric effects for refriger-
ation [1e3], the need for better understanding of fatigue resistance
[4,5] and the development of high temperature SMA capabilities [6].
It is the potential use of CuZnAl alloys in elastocaloric adiabatic
cooling that has invigorated research in this class of alloys [7e9].
Though there are other alternate cooling methods utilizing the
magnetocaloric [10,11] and electrocaloric [12,13] effects, these tech-
niques fall short of the large temperature changes achieved with the
SMAs. In the past studies, the Cu-based alloys have been the focus of
the research groups in USA [14e17], Japan [18], Spain [19e21], Ger-
many [22,23], France [24,25], Belgium [26,27] and Argentina [28].
The ternary CuZnAl alloys were one of the first SMAs that have been
tested under different stress states [17,25], modeled with constitu-
tive equations [24,29] and examined under fatigue (with multiple
transformations) [23,30,31]. Despite this early enthusiasm, the
attention has mostly veered towards the NiTi alloys clearly for po-
tential biomedical applications [32,33]. On the other hand, for
widespread applications in structures and components, the ternary
CuZnAl alloy possesses favorable cost, excellent damping
).
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characteristics and the right attributes for excellent functionality
[34,35]. For example, the low transformation stress for super-
elasticity relative to slip stress in CuZnAl presents a unique oppor-
tunity for engineering applications. The present experimental results
show that the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for austenite slip
exceeds 200MPa in CuZnAl far exceeding the transformation stress
of 25MPa (<001> orientation). This large difference could lead to
realization of improved functionality.

The superb superelasticity and shape memory behavior of
CuZnAl has been documented previously [36]. From a functional
performance perspective, CuZnAl exhibits transformation strains
exceeding the well known NiTi [37]. Moreover, owing to its lower
Clausius-Clapeyron (C-C) slope, the CuZnAl alloy can have a higher
temperature range for superelasticity (200 �C) compared to NiTi
(50 �C) [38]. On the other hand, to characterize the constitutive
response of a shape memory alloy in a comprehensive fashion, one
must understand at the foremost the magnitude of the trans-
formation stress. Since the transformation energy pathways and
the resulting shear-shuffle displacements are complex and
dependent on the crystal structure, an accurate determination of
transformation stress necessitates consideration of atomistic level
mechanisms and their crystallographic correspondence. Examining
the earlier literature evolved, it stands out that the majority of the
efforts to quantify the critical transformation stress in the ternary
CuZnAl alloy is limited to either a single orientation experiment or
presumes the validity of Schmid Law, i.e. also known Critical
Resolved Shear Stress-CRSS Law. Meanwhile, Schmid Law serves as
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a geometrical framework to quantify the critical transformation
stress levels based solely on the contribution of glide stress
component, this generalization is likely to introduce perplexities
under different crystal orientations and loading states unless
justified on theoretical and experimental grounds.

In particular, the earlier experimental measurements on the
ternary CuZnAl alloy provide evidence for the anisotropic character
of the CRSS for transformation, i.e. ttranscrit , which exhibit strong de-
viations from Schmid Law [29]. It is well known that CRSS for slip is
a function of the crystal orientation and applied stress tensor in bcc,
B2, DO3 and L21 ordered alloys [5,39,40]. Meanwhile, ttranscrit stands
out as a paramount material parameter decisive on the functional
performance of the CuZnAl shape memory alloy along with the
transformation strain, a quantitative analysis has yet to be estab-
lished for expounding upon its non-Schmid behavior under varying
loading and sample orientations.

Accordingly, this work presents an atomistically-informed
stacking fault mechanism for L21 to 18R transformation in CuZnAl
alloy which can incorporate the dislocation core and applied stress
tensor interplay prevalent in the lattice invariant shearing. Distinct
from the earlier approaches, the present theoretical model can
embrace the contribution of both shear and normal applied stress
components to ttranscrit depicting a novel framework. The results
demonstrate that ttranscrit exhibits a strong dependence on the crystal
orientation under uniaxial loading conditions, introducing varia-
tions within a factor of almost 2.5 from the pure glide shear con-
figurations. This variation in ttranscrit levels is of cardinal significance
and should be an important consideration in design with shape
memory alloys. From a broad perspective, building a comprehensive
understanding for the anisotropic character of ttranscrit paves the way
for promoting the performance of this class of functional alloys.

On theoretical grounds, a self-consistent framework has to be
established based on the martensitic transformation energy
pathway in conjunctionwith the corresponding cystallography. It is
important to note that the composition and heat treatment can
favor either DO3 or L21 ordering, with a space group of Fm3m
respectively, in the austenitic b phase in CuZnAl [28]. For the
particular composition of Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8 at.%Al focused in the
present work, the L21 structure is favorable on thermodynamical
grounds. Similarly, the martensites in CuZn and CuZnAl alloys may
exhibit 2H, 3R, 9R, 18R, 6R crystal structures with different stacking
sequences [20,28]. In alloys with an e/a concentration of 1.45e1.49
(such as in this study), the martensite has an 18R structure -
denoted as b0 phase [41]. For a brief overview of CuZnAl alloys and
the transformation stress magnitudes as a function of composition
and crystal structures, the reader is referred to Appendix A. Incor-
porating the preliminary crystallography information, we present a
theoretical framework of the transformation energetics from the
L21 austenite to 18R martensite structures via first principles
methods (Density Functional Theory-DFT). These calculations will
primarily focus on the prediction of the non-Schmid character ttranscrit
by generating the transformation energy pathway as well as the
role of deviations from long range order which is also observed to
introduce local compositional change effects by changing the Al
and Zn occupational sites [42]. The results demonstrate that the
elevation in the transformation energy barriers can reach up to 50%
with the introduction of disorder which serve as a prominent sign
for the significance of the interatomic forces and energy barriers in
the martensitic transformation.

On the whole, the theoretical framework established in this
work, enables us to quantify the key parameters involved in the
transformation energetics such as Burgers vector, shear moduli and
energy barriers to manifest shear and shuffle mechanism from the
first principles calculations, leading to the determination of the
CRSS for transformation, ttranscrit . Within this context, nurturing these
physical parameters as input for the meso-scale total energy
formulation paves the way to explore the role of non-Schmid ef-
fects on the transformation stress in detail as well as pointing to the
role of deviations from perfect order.

In summary, the aim of the present work is to establish the non-
Schmid character of CRSS for martensitic transformation in CuZnAl,
i.e. ttranscrit , on theoretical grounds without empiricism. To accom-
plish this task, a dislocation core mechanics formulation along with
the transformation energetics is established. The predicted aniso-
tropic ttranscrit levels exhibit excellent agreement with the experi-
mental measurements. Furthermore, we put special emphasis on
the effect of ordering. The present analysis provides an effective
methodology for tuning the functional performance of shape
memory alloys by embracing the anisotropic behavior of critical
transformation stress levels.

2. Simulation methods and results

2.1. Lattice structure calculations

In this section, we will present a theoretical framework to
evaluate the transformation energetics/stress levels based on DFT
calculations. To accomplish this task, the characterization of the
physical parameters involved in generating the transformation
energy profile of the ternary CuZnAl SMA such as the lattice con-
stants of the austenite and martensite structures, the correspond-
ing transformation path and the elastic moduli are the pre-
requisites. This is a challenging task, especially for the ternary al-
loys such as CuZnAl, since the physical properties are highly sen-
sitive to the composition and long-short range ordering effects. In
the current work, we probe into L21 ordered and disordered con-
figurations of CuZnAl alloy and establish a framework to evaluate
the ttranscrit levels under uniaxial loading for varying crystallographic
orientations. This physical framework allowed us to calculate the
associated physical and mechanical parameters in excellent
agreement with the experimental measurements.

The first-principles DFT calculations which are employed to
determine the stable total structural energy as well as to generate
the austenite to martensite transformation energy profile are
implemented by utilizing Vienna ab initio Simulations Package
(VASP) with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method within
the framework of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
[43,44]. This computation framework with PAW pseudopotentials
can capture the valence electron effects which play a decisive role
on the energetically favorable structures of alloys such as CuZnAl
[45,46]. As a first step to simulate the physical response of the or-
dered CuZnAl crystalline in both austenitic and martensitic struc-
tures, a 2� 7� 2 supercell with axes parallel to the cubic
coordinate frame consisting of a total of 112 atoms is delineated.
The Monkhorst Pack 12� 5� 12 k-point meshing technique [47]
was employed for the Brillouin-zone integration, and the conver-
gence of the structural energy was verified to a tolerance level less
than 10�5 eV via conjugate gradient algorithm ensuring the abso-
lute value of the forces acting per atom is less than 5� 10�3 eV/Å.

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the atoms for L21 ordered
CuZnAl alloy employed in the DFT calculations. The occupation sites
of the Cu atoms are positioned at odd-integer multiples of (a0=2;a0=
2;a0=2) sites meanwhile the sites at the integer multiples of a0 along
the cubic axes are shared among the Cu, Al and Zn atoms complying
with the neutron diffraction data from the earlier literature [48]. As a
first step, the lattice parameter of L21 ordered CuZnAl, 2a0, is varied
such that the equilibrium lattice parameter is taken as the one that
corresponds to the minimum structural energy. The resulting energy
vs lattice parameter variation from the first-principles relaxation
calculations are plotted in Fig. 1. From our calculations, 2a0, is



Fig. 1. Structural energy variation is plotted as a function of lattice parameter for the
L21 order considered in the present study. Fig. 2. Shows (a) the L21 structure of b and (b) 18 R stacking of b0 phases in CuZnAl. The

stacking layers of B and C (B0 and C0) are distinguished by a translation of A (A0) row by
a distance of a/3 and 2a/3 respectively in idealized positions neglecting the atomic
radii and interaction effects. It is to be noted that the atomic neighboring between the
two sets of stacking {A,B,C} and {A0 , B0 ,C’} are different. To visualize the transformation
shear, monoclinicity is conserved in the 18 R structure meanwhile the same stacking
can be also shown employing an orthorhombic cell.
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determined as 5.828 Angstromswhich is inwell agreement with the
experimentally measured value of 5.846 Angstroms [49]. Further-
more this lattice configuration corresponds to the lowest energy
compared to the other possible configurations constructed by
changing occupation sites of the Al and Zn atoms. To that end, the
theoretical calculations will be furthered on the L21 ordered
configuration of CuZnAl shown in Fig. 1 throughout the following
sections.

The elastic constants of the austenitic CuZnAl are obtained by
subjecting the volume of the minimum energy lattice configuration
to the six independent distortional and dilatational strain compo-
nents and tracking the energy variation response as function of
applied strain. In the calculations, the strain levels are varied
between �0.03 and 0.03 which ensures the elastic response for the
imposed atomic displacements. The resultant independent elastic
stiffness matrix components in cubic coordinate system shown in
Fig. 1, i.e. denoted as C11, C12 and C44 in Voigt notation, are estab-
lished as 119,107 and 90 GPa respectivelywhich are consistent with
the experimental values of 116, 102 and 84 GPa respectively [50,51].

Extending the atomistic scale structure calculations to the
martensite lattice structure, within the nominal composition
regime which we focus on, the earlier experimental measurements
suggest that 18 R orthorhombic martensitic structure exhibiting
rhombohedral symmetry (indistinguishing the atomic order) is
favored on energetics grounds [28]. At this stage, it is to be noted
that 18 R structured b0 phase can be also described by a combina-
tion of 6 layered monoclinic unit cells, though the orthorhombic
cell description employs a coordinate frame in which the c axis is
perpendicular to the 18-layered periodic stacking [52]. To that end,
we focused on the 18 layer periodic orthorhombic structure of the
martensitic phase, i.e. 18 R (i.e. b0 phase) and calculated the equi-
librium lattice structure following a similar pathway as illustrated
for the L21 ordered CuZnAl (i.e. b phase) in the previous sub-
section.

The equilibrium martensite lattice structure inherited from the
austenite phase b, (i.e. the configuration shown in Fig. 2) is con-
structed by employing the framework by Wechsler et al. [53], de
Vos et al. [54] and Delaey et al. [55]. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the
transformed layers along ½011� direction follow a stacking order of
ð21Þ6 in Zhdanov notation [56]. The martensitic structure exhibits a

lattice correspondence of ½100�b jj ½100�b0 , ½010�b jj ½011�b0 and
½001�b jj ½011�b0 with the austenite phase [57]. The lattice constants

corresponding to the martensitic b0 phase are evaluated based on
the first-principles calculations via delineating a 2� 9 x 2 supercell
by employing 12� 12 x 12 k-points with a total of 144 atoms in the
coordinate frame of ½011� � ½100� � ½011�. Following an energy
minimization approach as detailed for the austenitic b phase, the
lattice constants of the 18 R structure, are evaluated as a ¼ 4:51
Angstroms, b ¼ 2:63 Angstroms and c ¼ 38:4 Angstroms which are
in agreement with the earlier experimental measurements [49,58].

Following the perspective of crystallographic theory of
martensitic transformations, the total deformation gradient can be
expressed as the combined action of the rigid body rotation, the
inhomogeneous lattice invariant shear (to ensure the existence of
the undistorted habit planes) and the homogeneous Bain strain for
the accurate lattice parameters [53]. On crystallographical grounds,
the combined action of lattice invariant shear and Bain strain from
L21 to 18 R structure can be decomposed into threemain steps: (i) a
glide motion along every consecutive ð011Þ½011� system (primary
shear) to introduce close-packed structure, (ii) the shuffling of the
atoms on the intermediate ð011Þ layers in alternating directions to
ensure the correct stacking order, and lastly (iii) a Bain strainwhich
can be described as the compressive and tensile strains along the
principal directions of ½001� and ½011� [59]. It is to be noted that the
magnitude of the primary glide, i.e. d1 ¼ ja0=4½011�j, is much
greater than the shuffle distance d2 which will be evaluated within
the framework of DFT in this section.

In order to determine the ttranscrit levels required to generate the
equilibrium 18 R martensite structure from the parent L21 lattice,
we generated the transformation energy barrier curves resulting
from the primary shear and shuffles as shown in Fig. 3. Meanwhile,
the primary shear acting along every consecutive ð011Þ½011� system
overcomes the unstable stacking fault barriers of gu

sd as shown at the
local maxima of the transformation energy curve, the alternating
shuffling of the atoms on the intermediate planes introduces sig-
nificant reduction as reflected by the local minima of stable stacking
fault energy levels gs

sd. The resulting values for the unstable and
stable energy path extrema values are tabulated in Table 1.

The low value of the shear modulus along ð011Þ½011� shown in
Table 3, i.e. mf110g<110> , favors the glide motion as (011) is also a
potential slip plane for the L21 structure. As can be seen in Fig. 3,
though the shuffling displacement of d2, i.e. of almost



Fig. 3. The L21 to orthorhombic 18 R transformation energy barrier is plotted. The
energy levels for the formation of stacking faults are evaluated based within the
framework of DFT imposing the primary shear and shuffle displacements of d1 and d2.
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a0=16j<110> j, is much smaller than the primary shear d1 , it
contributes to the relaxation of the faulted structure considerably
with an energy level difference of almost 40mJ/m2 as can be seen in
Fig. 3. A detailed analysis of the relaxed structure shows that the
shuffled atoms are displaced along the complementary {110} plane
as shown in Fig. 4 for the imposed primary shear along ð011Þ½011�.
This complies with the lower energy configuration of the stacking
order of 18 R [28].

Based on the lattice constants of the CuZnAl employed in this
work, the stretches along the principle directions of ½001� and ½011�
are equal to h1 ¼ 0:911 and h2 ¼ 1:0681 within the framework of
the crystallographic theory of martensite [53,54]. These values
correspond to a Bain strain with principal values of ε1 ¼ �0:089
and ε2 ¼ 0:0681. Following the construction of the atomistic-scale
energy pathway, we will establish the theoretical framework for
evaluating the ttranscrit levels which exhibit strong deviations from the
Schmid Law as a result of the interplay between the stacking fault
displacements and the applied stress tensor components in the
next section.
2.2. Modelling non-Schmid transformation stress

In this section, we establish a dislocation-based model which
can predict the ttranscrit levels as a function of the applied stress tensor
and the crystallographic orientation in CuZnAl alloy. As
a0=2<111> dislocations are energetically favorable in b phase
CuZnAl based on both Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
imaging studies and on theoretical grounds [60], the following
dislocation dissociation reaction can introduce the primary shear:

a0
2
½111�/a0

4
½011� þ a0

4
½011� þ a0

2
½100� (1)

via the pair of a0=4½011� dislocations gliding on each consecutive
(011) planes. This dissociation reaction along with the atomic
shuffling of the intermediate layers in an alternating fashion can
Table 1
The extrema of the transformation energy path of the GPFE curve, the shear moduli, the

gu
sd1 mJm�2 gs

sd1 mJm�2 gu
sd2 mJm�2 gssd2 mJm�2

150 68 156 64
introduce the correct stacking order of the close-packed 18 R
structure meanwhile Bain deformation progresses with the aid of
principle compressive/tensile strains driving the system into a local
minimum energy, i.e. equilibrium configuration. It is to be noted
that the dislocation reaction is energetically favorable based on
Frank's rule [61]. Furthermore, earlier TEM imaging studies provide
evidence for the presence of a0=2½111�, a0=4½011� and a0=2½100�
dislocations in samples with similar chemistry which have under-
gone pseudoelastic deformation cycles [62,63]. The relatively high
density of a0=2½100� dislocations pinpointed in TEM images com-
plies with the sessile character of these defects closely linked with
the high energy barrier along <001> f110g glide system on the
generalized stacking fault surfaces of L21 ordered lattices [28]. The
required stress to activate the dissociation reaction in Eq. (1) may
either be imposed by the applied loading or may inherently exist as
a result of internal stress fields in grain boundaries or defects acting
as stress concentrators. Fig. 4 illustrates the construction of close-
packed 18 R structure from the L21 lattice with the proposed
mechanism.

Modelling the variation of ttranscrit under a general applied stress
tensor sij, necessitates to quantify the total energy barrier incor-
porating the interaction of the two glissile fractionals of a0=4½011�
and a sessile fractional of a0=2½100� based on the reaction expressed
in Eq. (1). To accomplish this task, we described the spatial variation
of the displacements associated with Burgers vectors of these three
fractionals as a function of applied stress components including
both glide (shear) and the non-glide (normal and shear) character.
These displacement fields represent the distribution of slip along
the corresponding glide planes as a function of spatial coordinate x
and are denoted as disregistry functions fiðxÞ for i¼ 1,2,3. Adopting
the disregistry field definition for identifying the dislocations al-
lows us to characterize the variation of ttranscrit as a function of single
crystal orientation under uniaxial loading.

The disregistry functions of these three imperfect dislocations
with Burgers vectors of b1 ¼ a0=4½011�, b2 ¼ a0=2½100� and
b3 ¼ a0=4½011� are established by employing the following form in
Eq. (2) with the free coefficients of ci and xi (i¼ 1,2,3) following
Foreman et al. and Kroupa et al. [64,65]:

fiðxÞ ¼
bi
p

"
tan�1

�
x
cixi

�
þ ðci � 1Þxi

x

x2 þ ðcixiÞ2
#
þ bi

2
(2)

satisfying the conservation of Burgers vector condition described
as:

Zþ∞

�∞

vfi
vx

dx ¼ bi (3)

The free coefficients ci and xi which are the characterizing pa-
rameters of the dislocation widths can be expressed as functions of
the applied stress tensor, i.e. ci ¼ ciðsijÞ and xi ¼ xiðsijÞ ensuring the
equilibrium, or in other words the minimum total energy config-
uration. To that end, we construct a total energy, Etotal, formulation
as a function of disregistry distributions under general applied
loading conditions as such:
CRSS for transformation stress ttranscrit CuZnAl martensite.

mf110g<110> GPa ttranscrit Exp. MPa ttranscrit Theo. MPa

11 23 25



Fig. 4. Schematic illustrates the sequential shuffle and shear mechanisms for L21-18R transformation. (a) Shows the primary glide along d1 ¼ a0=4½011� on each consecutive ð011Þ
plane. The smaller atoms are located on a neighboring plane of ð011Þ. (b) the intermediate displaced positions of the atoms are shown in the undeformed coordinates. (c) Shows the
secondary shuffling along the complimentary plane formed by E,F and G atoms as well as H atom on the top layer. It is to be noted that the atom H should be displaced by d2 ¼
a0=16½011� towards the G atom to ensure the close-packing. (d) Shows the accompanying principle Bain strain components, ε1 and ε2 which are evaluated to be as equal to �0.089
and 0.0681 from the phenomenological theory of martensite. (e) Shows the three layer formed as a result of primary shearing and the shuffling mechanism. (f) The 18 R structure
involves six of these packing layers shown in (e).
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Etotal ¼ Eint þ Eself þ Esg �W

¼ � K
2p

X3
i¼1
isj

Zþ∞

�∞

vfi
vx

vfj
vx

dxþ N
K

2ð1� nÞ
�
1� n cos2 q

�

�
X3
i¼1

Zþ∞

�∞

vfi
vx

vfi
vx

dxþ
Zþ∞

�∞

g½f ðxÞ�dx� N
X3
i¼1

sijnj
1
2
ðmink

þmkniÞfk
(4)

where N is equal to 6 for the 18R martensitic structure. The
anisotropic parameter K distinguishes the elastic shear moduli
along the glide direction as the atomic lattice registry is not iden-
tical along <110> and <100>. For planar slip distribution, K is equal
to mf110g<110> and mf110g<100> which correspond to 11 and 27 GPa
following the appropriate coordinate transformation of the 4th or-
der elastic moduli tensor the principle values of which are already
evaluated within the framework of first-principles calculations in
section 2.1 [66]. The geometrical parameters mj and nk correspond
to the jth and kth components of the normalized slip plane and
direction vectors for the dislocations of b1; b2 and b3 based on the
dislocation reaction described in Eq. (1). The individual terms of Eint
, Eself , Esg and W represent the interaction and self-energies of the
fractional dislocations, the short range misfit energy which evalu-
ated based on the transformation energy surface constructed in
Fig. 3 and the applied glide work on the dislocations respectively.
Eq. (4) is solved for the functions of fiðxÞ minimizing the Etotal
expression under a given uniform applied stress. To find the local
minima of the Etotal expression, firstly we generated the set of the
critical configurations under the applied stress as:

vEtotal
vfi

¼ 0 ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ (5)
Furthermore, to select the configurations corresponding to the
local minima of Etotal, we implemented the second partial deriva-
tive test which states that the Hessian matrix, Hij, constructed as
follows:

Hij ¼
v2Etotal
vfivfj

ði; j ¼ 1;2;3Þ (6)

should be semi-positive definite ensuring Eq. (5) is satisfied. On
mathematical grounds, considering that Hij is a symmetric real-
valued matrix, this is equivalent to imposing the Sylvester's con-
ditions [67]:

P1 ¼ H11 � 0 (7.a)

P2 ¼ det
��

H11 H12
H21 H22

��
� 0 (7.b)

P3 ¼ det
�
Hij

	 � 0 (7.c)

which primarily state that the principal minors P1 , P2 and P3 are to
be positive at the local minima of Etotal expression. For an applied
stress tensor sij, the functions fiðxÞ are constructed by evaluating ci
and xi parameters from the set of equations expressed in Eq. (5) and
Eq. (7).

The critical transformation stress is evaluated as the maximum
gradient of the Etotal expression normalized with respect to the
glissile Burgers vector b1 (or similarly b3), i.e. following the Peierls-
Nabarro framework [68], as expressed in Eq. (8):

ttranscrit ¼ 1
b1

max
�
vEtotal
vf1

�
(8)

Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of disregistry distribution of the
dissociated dislocations, b1; b2 and b3, from the dislocation
a0=2½111� for the <519> and <647> tension samples at the onset of
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glide. The variation in the intensity of the dislocation density dis-
tribution in Fig. 5 is described as:

riðxÞ ¼
vfi
vx

(9)

and it suggests that the non-glide shear and normal stress com-
ponents participate effectively in the critical transformation stress
level, i.e. ttranscrit . As can be seen in comparison with the orientations
of <519> and <647>, complying with the magnitude of ttranscrit , the
dislocation density of the glissile dislocations tends to decrease and
the corresponding cores attain a planar structure exhibiting a lower
glide resistance and promoting the primary shear. To that end, the
planarity of the disregistry distributions for the primary shear is of
paramount importance in the ttranscrit levels.

Table 2 tabulates the theoretical ttranscrit values for the onset of
transformation based on Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8 at.% Al composition. As
can be seen, ttranscrit levels vary from 25MPa to 55.2MPa for the
selected uniaxial tension orientations. The ttranscrit values in these
orientations are tabulated on purpose of comparing the theoretical
predictions with the experimental data of Lexcellent et al. [29] for
Cu-23.7 at.%Zn-9.4 at.% Al single crystals under uniaxial tension.
The differential between two set of data can be attributed to the
composition differences as well as the treatment procedure fol-
lowed as interatomic forces are demonstrated to govern on the
GPFE energy levels followed through the transformation crystal-
lography pathway.

Comparisonwith the experimental measurements along <001>
as detailed in Appendix B, the predicted ttranscrit value of 25MPa ex-
hibits also an excellent agreement. The anisotropy in ttranscrit values of
both compositions are very significant and stems from the coupling
between the non-glide shear and normal components with the
disregistry of primary shearing. At this stage it is to be emphasized
that, the deviations from the Schmid law is not specific to CuZnAl
alloy but is also present in other shape memory alloys such as NiTi
[69e71] and NiFeGa [72] which follow a transformation path from
B2 to B190 and L21 to L10 respectively.

Fig. 6 (a) shows the variation of the ttranscrit levels under uniaxial
loading directions projected on the stereographic triangle.
Compared to the Schmid factor distribution shown in Fig. 6 (b), the
Fig. 5. (a) and (b) illustrates the atomistic scale relative displacements parallel to [011] alo
<647>. It is noted that they are normalized with respect to max{r1; b1}. (c) and (d) shows
directions along <519> and <647> respectively.
resolved transformation shear stress levels exhibit significant dif-
ferences exhibiting the non-Schmid character of the underlying
physical phenomenon. The interplay between the fractionals of
a0=2½100�, a0=4½011� and the applied loading introduces factors of
0.6e2.4 in ttranscrit =ttranscrit;<519> ratio as a function of uniaxial tension
orientation on theoretical grounds (ttranscrit;<519> corresponds to the
ttranscrit level for uniaxial tension along <519>).
2.3. Effect of crystallographic ordering

It is well known in the shapememory field that the state of long-
range ordering facilitates transformation at low stress levels
[35,74]. The crystal ordering combinedwith sufficiently high plastic
slip resistance, allows accommodation of strain at the trans-
formation interface in an elastic fashion and thus the reversibility is
promoted. However, the deviations from perfect ordering are
known to occur as a result of local clustering or heat treatment
effects [28]. It is demonstrated that the ttranscrit andMs temperature of
b phase ternary CuZnAl alloy are also affected by the deviations
from the perfect long-range ordering [42]. To that end, a 3� 7� 2
supercell consisting of 168 atoms was employed within the
framework of the first-principles DFT calculations for simulating
CuZnAl crystalline with various local composition ratios of Cu, Zn
and Al in the disordered crystalline configuration. The disordered
crystal is delineated by assigning the positions of Cu, Zn and Al in
the supercell employing a random generator code in MATLAB as
shown in Fig. 7. The cell size employed in first-principles calcula-
tions is confirmed to be sufficient for the convergence of the
resulting lattice parameters and the transformation energy curves.

In determination of the lattice parameters and the trans-
formation energy barriers of disordered crystalline, special
emphasis is put on the local clustering effects of Zn and Al as the
change in their occupational sites from the perfect L21 order is
known to introduce variations in ttranscrit (or Ms) on experimental
grounds [42]. As the transformation energy barrier levels are highly
sensitive to the local neighboring of the atoms, the supercells cor-
responding to the three disordered crystalline configurations, i.e.
denoted as S1, S2 and S3, are divided into three regions-Regions I, II
and III as shown in Fig. 7. Meanwhile, the disordered Region I and
ng the (011) planes of C, B and A for the uniaxial tensile loading directions <519> and
the resulting dislocation densities along the planes C, B and A for the uniaxial tensile



Table 2
The variation of ttranscrit (MPa) with the single crystal loading direction in Cu-23.7 at.%Zn-9.4 at.%Al from the literature [29] and the theoretical predictions based on the
composition of Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8 at.%Al (this study) are tabulated at room temperature-RT. The ‘T’ and ‘C’ abbreviations denote tension and compression respectively. In this
study, we conducted uniaxial loading experiments on [001] T and [001] C samples which are also included in Table 2. For comparison, the anisotropic behavior of trans-
formation stress in 50.8% at.Ni- NiTi [69e71] and Ni-19 at.%Fe �27 at.% Ga [72,73] single crystals are also tabulated. The theoretical calculations of the present study are
presented in bold face.

Alloy <001> T <001>C <5 1 9> T <8 4 9> T <1 0 3> T <17 0 19> T <6 4 7> T

Cu-27Zn-13.8Al ttranscrit RT Theory, This Study 25 (23 Exp.) 25 (23 Exp.) 25 33 39.7 41 55.2
Cu-23.7Zn-9.4Al ttranscrit (Exp.) RT [29] e e 29.5 48.4 50.7 51.9 70.8

<001>C <148>C <011> T <112>C <111>C
50.8 Ni-Ti ttranscrit (Exp.) RT [69e71] 132 144 157 226 138

<001>T <001>C <123> C

Ni-19Fe-27Ga ttranscrit (Exp.) 100 �C [72] 56 101 92

<001> T <001>T <123>T

Ni-19Fe-27Ga ttranscrit (Exp.) 25 �C [73] 35 23.5 18

Fig. 6. (a) Shows the mapping of the anisotropic variation of the ttranscrit (normalized
with the ttranscrit;<519> level for <519> tension) under crystallographic directions of
uniaxial tension mapped on stereographic triangle. As can be seen, there is a signifi-
cant anisotropy involved in the theoretical transformation stress levels complying with
the experimental measurements in earlier literature [29]. (b) Shows the projection of
the Schmid factor levels. Comparison between the stereographic projections of (a) and
(b) exhibits very significant differences addressing the prevailing non-Schmid behavior
of ttranscrit levels.

Fig. 7. Shows the disordered crystalline of S1, S2 and S3 with the planar stacking within the f
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Region III obey the nominal composition of Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8%Al
for each configuration, in Region II where the stacking fault is
introduced during the transformation process, the composition is
changed to Cu-27 at.% Zn- 33 at.% Al and Cu- 16% Zn-55 at.% Al for
the S2 and S3 disordered crystals. The composition of Cu-27 at.%Zn-
13.8%Al in Region II is preserved for S1 configuration. This local
composition change within the neighborhood of the stacking fault
enables us to quantify the effect of Al and Zn contents near the fault
plane as illustrated in Fig. 7 as well as distinguishing between the
disorder and local clustering effects. From the structural energy
relaxation calculations similar to the perfectly order configuration
in section 2.1, the average lattice constant is determined to be equal
to 2a0 ¼ 5.84 Angstroms for the disordered configurations of S1, S2
and S3 in which case 2a0 ¼ 5:87 Angstroms, 2a0 ¼ 5:82 Angstroms
and 2a0 ¼ 5:85 Angstroms respectively. Furthermore, Table 3 tab-
ulates the gs

sd1 levels for these three configurations.
Following the total energy formulation introduced in Eq. (4),

ttranscrit values are calculated for the disordered S1, S2 and S3 states.
Table 4 shows the variation of the corresponding ttranscrit values for
each disordered configuration of <001> tension sample. As can be
seen, the disordered S1 phase is conducive to transform at a slightly
higher level of CRSS than the perfect ordered L21. The formation of
faults as an internal strain relaxationmechanismwith the deviation
ault zone (colored in green). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
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from the perfect ordering underscores this behavior complying
with the electron microscopy studies [16,75,76]. To that end, for-
mation of the faults introduce a higher energy cost against the
primary shearing at the onset of transformation. On the other hand,
the calculated ttranscrit levels for S2 and S3 configurations demonstrate
that the local clustering of Zn and Al has a greater contribution in
the elevation of ttranscrit compared to the disordering with the
conserved chemical composition.
3. Discussion of results

The transformation stress magnitude of CuZnAl along <001>
loading orientation is remarkably low (ttranscrit ¼ 23MPa in uniaxial
tension or compression) which is predicted by the proposed theory.
The experimental values correspond to temperatures of approxi-
mately 25 �C. At higher temperatures, ttranscrit stresses increase pro-
portionally with increasing temperature obeying C-C rule. The
habit plane variants established from phenomenological theory
correspond closely with the observations from the Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) traces which are detailed in Appendix B in
Figure B2. As the transformation stress is exceeded, the
martensite domains grow and engulf a large fraction of the spec-
imen. Such a transformation proceeds at constant stress in tension
over a stress plateau [77]. The high reversibility is closely linked
with the difference between ttranscrit (25MPa) and tslipcrit (200MPa) for
<001> compression sample as the accommodation of trans-
formation strains inside the austenitic b phase in an elastic fashion
is promoted with high slip resistance.

The transformation from a cubic (L21) to orthorhombic (18R)
lattice structure is accomplished via combined action of shear-
shuffle along {110} <110> systems. At this stage, it should be
noted that this mechanism exhibits a strong similarity with the bcc
to hcp transformation observed in Ti-Ta and Ti-Nb shape memory
alloys which have been interrogated in a recent study by our group
[78]. The transformation path from an open bcc lattice in the
austenite phase to the closed-packed 18 R martensite phase in-
volves displacements that can be associated with either the dislo-
cation core displacements or phonon softening along ð011Þ½011�
crystallographic direction [79e81]. As the dislocation glide motion
is governed by both glide and non-glide stress components of the
applied stress tensor components in bcc derivative lattices,
including L21 structure, the deviations from the Schmid Law are
expected to prevail on ttranscrit levels [5,40,82]. At this stage, it is
important to emphasize that the disregistry displacements which
are quantified based on the energy minimization framework, play
key a role in capturing the deviations from the transformation
pathway imposed by the lattice geometry employed in the ab-initio
calculations under general applied stress states. To this end, the
predictive model presented in this work can embrace the
Table 3
The corresponding gs

sd1 values in mJm�2 for the three configurations S1, S2 and S3. It
is to be emphasized that the local chemistry varies from the overall composition in
Region II of S2and S3 configurations as tabulated.

Configuration Composition in Region II gssd1 mJm�2

S1 Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8%Al 86
S2 Cu-27 at.% Zn-33 at.% Al 92
S3 Cu- 16% Zn-55 at.% Al 95

Table 4
Shows the variation of ttranscrit (in MPa) for perfect ordered configuration (i), and the
disordered S1, S2 and S3 crystallite for <001> orientation.

Perfect L21 order S1 S2 S3

25 28 30 33
contribution of glide and non-glide applied stress components on
the transformation pathway.

Up to date, no profound discussion of the deviations from Schmid
law in Cu-based shapememory alloys has been provided and CuZnAl
shape memory alloy is no exception as it has been demonstrated to
exhibit a strong deviation from Schmid behavior both on experi-
mental [29] and theoretical grounds. The current quantitative anal-
ysis elucidates on the dissociation of the a0=2½111� dislocation into
two glissile a0=4½011� partials which impart the necessary primary
transformation shear as well as a sessile a0=2½100� partial interacting
with the other partials. The resulting dislocation densities of the
three fractional dislocations that contribute to the total energy
expression in Eq. (4) exhibit an interplay with the applied stress
tensor components. To that end, ttranscrit levels show significant varia-
tions in conjunction with the behavior of these three fractionals and
the applied stress tensor components.

Both theoretical predictions and the experimental measure-
ments point to the elevated resistance against L21 to 18 R trans-
formation near the [011]-[111] poles of the stereographic triangle
compared to the [001] pole as demonstrated in Table 2 and Fig. 6.
The anisotropic variation of ttranscrit has important implications in
designing with shape memory alloys as the functional performance
of this class of materials depends on mainly two quantities: the
transformation stress and the transformation strain. Meanwhile,
the crystal orientation dependence of the transformation strain is
well established, the orientation dependence of the transformation
stress is equally important but has not been well understood. The
current study presents a novel atomistically-informed mechanistic
approach to establish the anisotropic character of ttranscrit in close
agreement with the experimental measurements.

As the data tabulated in Table 2 suggest the deviations from
Schmid Law in ttranscrit levels under varying crystallographic loading
orientation is not unique to CuZnAl alloy but also observed in other
shape memory alloys including NiTi and NiFeGa [70e72]. On the
other hand, the extent of the anisotropy involved in ttranscrit levels is
strongly dependent on the composition, the transformation energy
barrier and the crystallographic pathway followed en-route to
martensitic transformation. To this end, different constitutive
response is expected for each shape memory alloy even though
non-Schmid behavior of ttranscrit prevails at the onset of martensitic
transformation. The origin of the anisotropy in shapememory alloys
emanates from several factors: the anisotropy of elastic constants,
the anisotropy of the transformation strains, the anisotropy of slip
resistance (stress) and the anisotropy of transformation stress. The
latter two effects are not as well-known and has been a topic of
emphasis in our recent work. Specifically, the anisotropy of trans-
formation stress is the focus in this paper. The transformation stress
anisotropy can itself be considered due to two factors: (i) different
martensite habit plane variants activated in tension-compression or
crystal orientation, and (ii) the non-Schmid effects in trans-
formation stress because during the lattice invariant shearing, the
accommodating dislocation core disregistry distribution may
interact with the applied stress state. It is the non-Schmid effect (ii)
that is the topic of this paper. In other words, the coordinated
motion of the lattice points mapping the parent phase to the
product phase can be expressed as disregistry displacements which
exhibit strong interplay with both the glide and non-glide stress
components. Specifically, we characterized the anisotropy involved
in ttranscrit levels in CuZnAl alloy based on a defect mechanics model
fostered with the ab-initio transformation energy barrier calcula-
tions. If one were to examine finite temperature effects, we draw
attention to the C-C equation which incorporates the entropy
change and the transformation strain which is also orientation
dependent. On the other hand, to study finite temperature effects,
transformation entropy needs to be available from experiments
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because its theoretical determination is still in its infancy.
We note that the coordinated motion of the lattice points

mapping the parent phase to the product phase can be expressed as
disregistry displacements of dislocation core spreading and in
various shape memory materials (including B2, DO3 and L21 or-
dered) they are known to exhibit strong interplay with both the
glide and non-glide stress components. Such an anisotropy at lat-
tice resistance dominates the response near the transformation
equilibrium temperature. In fact its role can even extend to elevated
temperatures depending on the efficacy of the C-C effect.

To provide further evidence, we note similar trends in another
shape memory alloy, Ni54Fe19Ga27 (at. %) shown in Figure C1 of
Appendix C. At 25 �C under superelastic conditions with L21 to
L10 martensitic transformation, the CRSS levels for transformation,
ttranscrit , are determined to be as 18MPa, 23.5MPa and 35MPa for
<123>, <011> and <001> uniaxial tension samples respectively.
These experimental measurements provide evidence for the non-
Schmid behavior of transformation stress in NiFeGa alloy result-
ing from the interaction between the applied stress components
(both glide and non-glide) for each loading orientation. These re-
sults are obtained near Af and can not be attributed to the C-C effect
because the transformation strains in tension for <123> and <001>
are 7% and 12% respectively. Hence, the C-C slope is higher for the
<123> case by nearly 1.7 times. Yet, the experimental results show
lower a CRSS value for <123> compared to <001>. Clearly, in this
case the lattice resistance effects (i.e. non-Schmid effect) are
dominating compared to the C-C effect. As the test temperature is
increased the C-C effects become more significant and the CRSS for
<123> at 100 �C (Table 2) shows the highest value.

For shape memory alloys where the C-C slopes are rather low
such as the case of low entropy change or high transformation
strains (FeMnNiAl alloys for example), the lattice resistance effect is
expected to dominate. But, the data for FeMnNiAl for comparison
are non-existent at the moment. For other alloys with higher en-
tropy change, at temperatures near the Md temperature, the C-C
effects could dominate. But this is a regime that is not well studied
since it is not well suited for practical applications.

In recent years, a rich literature has evolved around the debate
on the role of internal residual stress development on shape
memory response [83]. Such internal stresses have been attributed
to the non-homogeneity of transformationwhich are closely linked
with the associated defect mechanics. Inevitably, the internal
stresses factor into the overall performance by altering the func-
tionality (hysteresis, response over time, transformation strains) as
well as the fatigue and fracture behavior of shape memory alloys.
The anisotropic ttranscrit levels play an important role in the variation
of fatigue life as a function of sample orientation [63,84]. Further-
more, the results affect the micro-mechanical modeling efforts
involving texture effects on transformation response and ulti-
mately implementation of such models in finite element analysis.
In conjunctionwith these arguments, the demonstrated anisotropic
character of ttranscrit in the current work presents a strong motivation
to incorporate the significant deviations from the Schmid law in
crystal plasticity models.

There has been considerable debate regarding the role of
ordering in CuZnAl alloys. Our initial calculations have been con-
ducted in L21 ordered state of CuZnAl. The deviations from the
perfect ordering is expected to shift the slip stresses to smaller
magnitudes hence curtailing the efficacy of these alloys. On the
other hand, the transformation stress magnitudes (especially
associated with shuffle barriers) would increase with the degree of
disorder, hence closing the gap between slip and transformation
stresses as shown in this work.

We note that the CuZnAl alloy, which exhibits excellent super-
elasticity, can undergo two mechanisms that has hampered its
wide spread application. The first of these mechanisms is the
martensite stabilization introduced by pinning of thermally
inducedmartensite interfaces formed upon quenching belowMs by
the quenched-in defects such as vacancies and partial dislocations
[85]. The quenched-in defects hinder the austenite-martensite
interface motion and increases the reverse transformation tem-
peratures of As and Af limiting the shape memory response [27]. At
this stage it is to be emphasized that the maximum degree of
ordering is not achieved under such conditions increasing the
thermal hysteresis [28,86]. In this study, the martensite stabiliza-
tion effects are minimized by quenching above Ms temperature
which promotes L21 austenitic structure. The favorable heat treat-
ments undertaken in this work are also reflected by the low ther-
mal hysteresis of 25 �C, i.e. Af � Mf [38,87]. This behavior is closely
related to the changes in the packing factor of the martensitic 18 R
structure and the concentration differential of vacancies with the
degree of ordering [88,89].

As the second mechanism, grain growth which can adversely
affect the functionality of such alloys [90] and has been controlled
with addition of grain refining elements. Since the experiments
conducted in this study are focused on single crystals with clearly
no grain boundary effects, the grain growth mechanism is not a
factor. Furthermore, the use of single crystals results in a clear
identification of the habit plane variants and allows the Schmid
factors for all potential variants to be determined.

4. Conclusions

The work supports the following conclusions:

(1) The CuZnAl alloys exhibit low transformation stress (CRSS)
levels varying from 25 to 60MPa depending on the crystal
orientation. Although there is a significant variation as a
function of crystal and loading orientation as we show, these
levels are substantially lower than the CRSS for slip stress
near 200MPa. The wide differential between the critical slip
and transformation stresses facilitate reversibility.

(2) The transformation path from austenite to martensite was
achieved via a shear and shuffle mechanism on the alter-
nating {110} planes.

(3) A dislocation based mechanism has been established to
generate the shear displacements required during trans-
formation. The interplay between the core spreading and the
applied loading is shown to be responsible for the significant
deviations of the critical transformation stress from Schmid
law.

(4) The digital image correlation-DIC permits precise determi-
nation of the resolved stress corresponding to the martens-
itic transformation from L21 to 18R structures. The
transformation habit planes observed via DIC are in agree-
ment with the predicted habit planes which allows the CRSS
levels to be extracted precisely.

(5) Introduction of crystallographic disorder in the simulations
resulted in an increase of the transformation energy barrier
from 68 to 86e96mJ/m2 as well as increasing the critical
transformation stress from 25MPa to 33MPa for <001>
sample under tension. The results confirm that fully ordered
crystals produce the most favorable conditions-lowest
transformation stresses well below the slip stress.
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Appendix A. Brief overview of CuZnAl alloys

Within the last three decades, a rich literature evolved around
the identification of the transformation behavior in the ternary
CuZnAl alloy employing single crystals. Upon surveying the critical
transformation stress for different CuZn and CuZnAl compositions,
it is found that the Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8 at.%Al alloy shows one of the
lowest transformation stresses (50MPa uniaxial stress level for
<001> orientation) compared to other compositions, and is chosen
as the material in the current study [36,38,91]. To precisely identify
the onset of strain gradients in habit plane variant(s) corresponding
to transformation nucleation and pinpoint the corresponding
transformation stress, in this work, in-situ DIC technique is imple-
mented on <001> single crystals under uniaxial tension-
compression. The details of the methodology adopted for the
experimental measurements are described in Appendix B. To
distinguish the on-set of transformation and slip-mediated plas-
ticity, different heat treatment paths are followed. Furthermore,
slip trace analyses have been conducted under optical microscope
and employing Scanning Electron Microsopy (SEM) to determine
the active variants for the transformation cases. The distinguish-
ingly low level of transformation stress of 23MPa plays a decisive
role for a 9% recoverable tensile strain complying with the superior
shape memory properties of CuZnAl.

It is important to identify the composition dependence of the
austenite and martensite crystal structures to set the proper back-
ground for this work and the experimentally measured trans-
formation stress levels. The martensite of CuZn and CuZnAl alloys
may exhibit 3R, 9R, 18R, and 6R long period layered rhombohedral
structures with different stacking sequences or 2H hexagonal
martensite structures depending on the electron-atom (e/a) con-
centration and composition [18,28,92e95]. At a high e/a concen-
tration (1.45e1.49), themartensite exhibits an 18R structure derived
from an ordered L21 or DO3 CuZnAl austenite [20,28]. It is important
to note that single crystal Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8 at.%Al alloy in this
study has an e/a ratio equal to 1.45which results in an 18R structure.
For this composition, we note that the monoclinic angle is close to
90�, and hence the martensite can be approximated as an ortho-
rhombic crystal. While the alloy with an e/a ratio below 1.42 shows
the 3R structure, at intermediate e/a values, the martensite is
characterized by the coexistence of both 3R and 9R martensite
structures as shown in earlier experiments on binary Cu-37.7 at.%Zn
and Cu-37.6 at.%Zn alloys [96,97]. At a very high e/a concentration,
2H martensites are formed which are usually brittle [57] and not
very useful. The 2H martensites are found in ternary CuZnAl alloys
with high Al content. Similarly, the 3Rmartensite appears in CuZnAl
alloys with low Al content, and is derived from the A2 disordered or
B2 ordered austenite. The CuZnAl alloys that undergo bcc-18R
transformation exhibit superelasticity, and are commonly pursued
in the scientific community due to their technological importance.

The commonly used shape memory alloys (for example, NiTi
with the exception of R phase formation in special cases and Ti-
based alloys) exhibit a single stage transformation (i.e. from
austenite phase to one martensite phase). In CuZnAl two stage
transformation is possible from L21 (or DO3) to 18 R and 18 R to 6R,
however the stress required to induce the second transformation
can be high and close to the CRSS for slip [98]. To that end, in this
work, the attention has been focused on the CuZnAl compositions
with a single stage transformation. In the alloy composition and
treatment employed in this work, the L21 ordered austenite phase
firstly transforms into the 18R martensite.

With the crystallographicmorphology, there is a need to develop
models that could capture transformation stresses without empir-
ical assumptions. This is the subject of the current paper. Such an
approachwill not only assess the shapememory performance of the
current CuZnAl alloys, but it will also assist future alloy design by
highlighting the complex crystal transformation paths, and identify
the roles of ordered/disordered structures on the transformation
stress level-a key quantity in SMAs. Hence, the present study is
expected to fill a gap in treatment of CuZnAl class of SMAs.

Fig. A1. Ternary plot showing the critical transformation stress for different compos-
tions of CuZnAl alloys in MPa units. The composition of Zn ranges from (15e27) at.%
and Al content ranges from (4e14) at.% [18,28,92e95].
Appendix B. Experimental methods and results

In the present study, the [001] oriented CuZnAl single crystals
with a composition of Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8 at.%Al are utilized. The
[001] loading orientation of the single crystals experimented is
chosen on the fact that this direction theoretically yields the
highest transformation strain under uniaxial stress which permits
the visualization of the local strain fields employing DIC technique.
The samples are solutionized at 800 �C for 30min followed by
water quench and then heat treated at 80 �C for 24 h before being
subjected to furnace cooling. The transformation temperatures are
determined as As¼ 4 �C, Af¼ 13 �C, Ms¼ 1 �C, Mf¼�12.5 �C by the
Differential Scanning Calorimetry measurements at a scan rate of
40 �C/min as shown in Fig. B1.

Fig. B1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry measurements conducted for determining
the transformation temperatures are plotted.

Regarding the crystallographic symmetry involved in the
martensitic transformation of the ternary CuZnAl alloy studied in
the current work, there are 24 possible variants that can be acti-
vated based on the single crystal orientation and the applied
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loading state. Each particular variant is related to the rest of the
variants via appropriate orthogonal rotation matrices. The habit
planes separating the parent austenite phase from the activated
variant are tabulated in Table B1. It should be emphasized that the
habit planes are of undistorted character ensuring the crystallo-
graphic correspondence between the parent and the martensite
phases.
Table B1
Tabulates the 24 possible habit planes associated with the enumerated variants which belong to the {0.6243 0.2436 0.7422} family.

V1 (-0.6243,-0.2436,0.7422) V9 (0.7422,0.6243,0.2436) V17 (0.6243,-0.7422,0.2436)
V2 (-0.2436,-0.6243,-0.7422) V10 (0.7422,-0.6243,-0.2436) V18 (-0.6243,-0.7422,-0.2436)
V3 (0.6243,0.2436,0.7422) V11 (-0.7422,-0.2436,-0.6243) V19 (0.2436,0.7422,0.6243)
V4 (0.2436,0.6243,-0.7422) V12 (-0.7422,0.2436,0.6243) V20 (-0.2436,0.7422,-0.6243)
V5 (-0.6243,0.2436,-0.7422) V13 (-0.7422,0.6243,0.2436) V21 (0.6243,0.7422,-0.2436)
V6 (0.2436,-0.6243,0.7422) V14 (-0.7422,-0.6243,0.2436) V22 (-0.6243,0.7422,0.2436)
V7 (0.6243,-0.2436,-0.7422) V15 (0.7422,0.2436,-0.6243) V23 (-0.2436,-0.7422,0.6243)
V8 (-0.2436,0.6243,0.7422) V16 (0.7422,-0.2436,0.6243) V24 (0.2436,-0.7422,-0.6243)
The orientation of the samples are analyzed employing Electron
Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) prior to any mechanical deforma-
tion. The resulting orientation mapping is plotted employing in-
verse stereographic projection in Fig. B2 (a). Based on this
crystallographic orientation of the samples loaded under tension
and compression, the projected slip traces of the habit planes on
the DIC tracking surface with normal along Z direction Fig. B2(a) is
schematized in Fig. B2(b). In addition to analyses on DIC strain lo-
calizations and optical surface trace analyses, the two-surface trace
analyses are also employed via SEM to determine the activated
variants. The analysis for [001] compression sample is illustrated in
Fig. B2 (c) and (d) for the (-X) and (Z) surfaces respectively. The SEM
imaging analyses demonstrate that only single variants of V1 and
V4 are activated for [001] uniaxial tension and compression sam-
ples respectively.
Fig. B2. (a) The stereographic triangle projections of the [001] sample crystallographic orienta
surface of the sample along with the experimentally observed axial strain DIC traces are schem
in uniaxial tension and compression, respectively. (c) Shows the SEM image taken at the surfac
variant is determined to be active on this surface. (d) Shows the SEM image taken at the surf
0.6243, �0.7422) variant is determined to be also active on this surface. These experimental
The uniaxial stress vs strain curves of [001] single crystal sam-
ples in tension and compression are shown in Fig. B3 and B4
respectively. As can be seen, this selected orientation produces a
recoverable transformation strain of nearly 9% in tension and 6% in
compression. Close examination of the projected transformation
front planes indicate that the activated variant pairs are V1 and V4
under tension and compression respectively. The transformation
habit planes conform to the traces predicted based on the
phenomenological theory ({0.6243 0.2435 0.7421} family) as
shown in Fig. B4 and B5. The full recovery of the stress-strain curves
indicate that slip mediated plasticity accompanying the trans-
formation front motion is of negligible effect. The dislocation
mediated slip will introduce macroscopic irreversible strains which
stem from the unsynchronized glide response of the interface
dislocations with the martensitic transformation front motion as
detailed in a recent review by Chowdhury et al. [4].

At this stage, it is important to emphasize that the number of
favorable variants under [001] uniaxial loading is 4 in Schmid law
and 3 in our predictive model. On the other hand, slight variations
from the [001] direction not extending 4.5� which is satisfied by our
EBSD mapping analyses, result in a single active variant in our
theoretical framework. Our model encompassing the non-glide
stresses can predict the experimentally observed variants of
tions determined via EBSD analysis. (b) The comparison of the projected habit planes on Z
atized in scale. This geometrical trace analysis enables to identifying the activated variants
e of compression sample with normal directed along <Z>. V4¼ (0.2436, 0.6243, �0.7422)
ace of the compression sample with normal directed along <-X>.Similarly, V4¼ (0.2436,
results comply with the predictions of the theoretical framework established.
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(�0.6243,-0.2436,0.7422), V1, and (0.2436, 0.6243, �0.7422), V4,
under tension and compression respectively. In contrast, the
Schmid law predicts equally probable two variants with habit
planes of (�0.6243,-0.2436, 0.7422) and (0.6243,-0.7422,þ0.2436),
V1 and V17, for this zone under uniaxial tension as well as
(�0.2436,-0.6243, �0.7422) and (0.2436,0.6243,-0.7422), V2 and
V4, for this zone under uniaxial compression. This result addresses
the significant contribution of non-glide stresses on the activation
pathway of the distinct martensite variants as a function of uniaxial
loading orientation. However, this does not rule out the fact that
further experimental measurements with loading directions
spanning a rich portion of the stereographic triangle are to be
conducted in the prospective studies to elaborate on the role of
non-glide stresses in active variant selection and the corresponding
transformation strain distribution.
Fig. B3. Superelastic response of a [001] oriented Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8 at%Al crystal
deformed in tension.

Fig. B4. Superelastic response of a [001] oriented Cu-27 at.%Zn-13.8 at%Al crystal
deformed in compression.

Fig. B5. The stress-strain response of [001] crystal at temperatures where plastic flow
occurs.
On experimental grounds, the critical resolved transformation
stress (ttranscrit ) is determined to be 23MPa in tension and compres-
sion which is the CRSS level acting along the {110} <110> system
determined based on the following transformation direction and
plane analysis within the framework of first-principles presented in
Section 2. At this stage, it is to be noted that owing to the asym-
metric nature of transformation mechanisms, different variants are
activated under tension and compression. In this case, the agree-
ment of the calculated transformation orientation and experiments
is excellent.

In order to develop a further comparative understanding on the
transformation and slip stress levels in the CuZnAl alloy, the stress
vs strain curve under uniaxial compression along [001] direction is
plotted in Fig. B5. The onset of slip occurs at point A along
ð112Þ½111� entailing a Schmid factor of 0.47; thus, we establish the

CRSS for slip, tslipcrit , as slightly above 200MPa. The comparison of

tslipcrit and ttranscrit which are of nearly 200 and 23MPa respectively,
suggests that the crystal resistance against slip is much greater than
it is for transformation. Therefore, the transformation may proceed
at stress levels far below the slip stress which complies with the
reversible character of the stress vs strain curves under tension and
compression in Fig. B3 and B4.
Appendix C

In order to establish a solid understanding on the deviation of
ttranscrit from Schmid law in numerous shape memory alloys and to
instigate further attention for the prospective studies, in this ap-
pendix section, we will expound upon the experimental mea-
surements of Ni-19Fe-27Ga (at.%) shape memory alloy under
uniaxial tension for three distinct orientations, i.e. <100>, <011>
and <123> at 25 �C. The details of these presented experimental
stress-strain curves can be found in the earlier work by Prof.
Sehitoglu and his students [73]. As shown in Fig. C1, ttranscrit levels are
measured to be as 18MPa, 23.5MPa and 35MPa in <123>, <011>
and <001> samples for L21 to L10 martensitic transformation in Ni-
19Fe-27Ga. Considering the 100% difference between <123> and
<001> under tension (18 vs 35 MPa), the non-Schmid character of
the ttranscrit is substantial and should be incorporated into any
modelling and design efforts in Ni-19Fe-27Ga similar to other alloys
in Table 2.



Fig. C1. (a) Stress vs strain curves of unaged NiFeGa shape memory alloy under uniaxial tension and compression along <123> crystal orientation. (b) Stress vs strain curves of
unaged NiFeGa shape memory alloy under uniaxial tension and compression along <011> crystal orientation. (c) Stress vs strain curves of unaged NiFeGa shape memory alloy under
uniaxial tension and compression along <001> crystal orientation. All results are for room temperature.
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